
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a digital product management.
If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for digital product management

Ship product and work deeply with technologists in determining a cutting
edge solution to speed up decisioning to real-time with advanced modeling
techniques
Lead people and enjoy partnering with multiple teams
Passion for or experience in digital marketing a plus
Educate and train agile teams on specific accessibility requirements and the
use of tailored tools that teams can use to bake accessibility in early in the
lifecycle vs
Work alongside the Accessibility Tech team to ensure periodic scanning of all
applicable digital properties against accessibility requirements using
automated tools
Compile, analyze and deliver reporting of scanning and monitoring results to
all enterprise business lines and Business Risk Office for action-oriented
consideration (self-service opportunities and/or remediation)
Leverage prior experience to constantly evaluate and recommend
improvements to the accessibility processes and the suite of tools and
training materials
Manage accessibility vendor spend and budget
Create a dynamic strategy and inspired vision of new digital experiences that
will enhance clients’ store journey
Lead a talented team focusing on our groundbreaking IQ product line and
digital store innovation initiatives

Example of Digital Product Management Job
Description
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At least 5 years Product Management or Development in the digital industry
At least 2 years of experience as a Product Owner of a software-based
products and services
Bachelor's degree in Business, Computer Science, or other tech related field
Experience creating wireframes, lo-fi design prototypes and or web page
flows using Adobe Suite or other UX prototyping tools (Omnigraffle,
Balsamiq)
Deep understanding and familiarity of core internet technologies, platforms
and systems
Proven ability to develop, communicate and gain consensus on a product
roadmap for a customer-facing product, digital product


